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To the Honorable Mayor and City Council: 
GENTLEMEN : — 
I have the honor to submit herewith the Annual Report, in behalf of the 
School Committee, of the condition of the Public Schools in the City of Bath, 
for the year 1868—9. 
Respectfully Yours, 
SAM'L F. DIKE, Supt. Schools. 
BATH, April 24, 1869. 
REPORT 
OF THE 
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS. 
It becomes my duty to make a report of the condition of the public 
schools in the city, at the close of the past municipal year. No report has 
been made for nearly two years. This has been chiefly owing to the ill health 
of Mr. Edwin Reed, the late Superintendent. Till within a few days, I have 
had the promise of Mr. Reed that I might have at least a brief report of the 
schools, during the year ending last July; but he tells me now that his health 
prevents his doing this work. 
Last July I was appointed Superintendent, and consequently have been 
connected with the schools only during the last two terms,—these being the 
first two terms of the present academical year. My report will therefore only 
include those two terms. I regret the loss of Mr. Reed's report. The en-
thusiastic interest which Mr. Reed took in the schools, le>l the public to 
desire to have a full and complete report of the schools while they weie under 
bis supervision. 
Members of School Committee. 
Some time before the close of the last municipal year, Mr. Reed tendered 
to the School Cominitee his resignation as a member of the Board. It was 
not, however, accepted, till the close of the year, when the time expired for 
which he had been elected by the City Government. On account of his 
health he rendered very little service on the Committe the last few months. 
A little before the close of the year, Rev. A. F. Heard, who had been an 
active and efficient member of the School Committee for several years, left the 
city. His departure was much regretted on accouunt of his interest in the 
schools, and the continued servises which would have been rendered, had he 
remained a resident of the city. Almost the entire charge of the schools has, 
therefore, devolved on the Superintendent the latter part of the year. 
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Statement in regard to the Finances of the School De-
partment. 
INCOME. 
March 1st, 1868, By balance, $1 6G 
May 6th, " "appropriations, 15,500 00 
Feb 3d, 1869, " '" 3,000 00 
March 1st, " " school fund, 205 00 
'• " " "transfer, 1,500 00 
" " " "balance 483 68 
" " " " tuition not paid into the Treasury,.. 20 00 
620,730 34 
EXPaSDITUKES. 
Salaries of Teachers, 813.198 92 
Miscellaneous, 3,442 15 
Fires, Fuel, &c, 2,504 68 
Books, 1,583 62 
Balance in hand of Superintendent-, 1 07 
$20,730 34 
The expenditures have been larger the last year than any previous year, 
for two reasons :— 
1st. A considerable amount of unpaid bills was allowed to come over 
from the previous year. 
2nd. The purchase of books for the pupils of all the schools of the city. 
There are still outstanding bills amounting to nearly $2000, which must 
be provided for, in addition to the current expenses of the ensuing.year. 
These bills consist almost entirely of school books and school furniture- The 
financial affairs will be conducted with the most rigid economy, consistent with 
the highest welfare of the schools. It is believed that the expenditures for 
the schools generally, heretofore, have been lower in this city than in any 
other city of the same size, where the schools have been equally good. 
It will be the effort of the School Committee to practice the same economy 
in the coming year. 
School Books. 
The subject of providing school-books for the children of the public schools 
was under discussion for some time. After a reference of the subject in the 
City Council, and a report favorable in June last, (1868,) it was 
Ordered, That the Superintending School Committee be authorized, at the com-
mencement of the next school year, to procure at the expense of the city, such books 
and stationery as may be required for the use of the several schools in the city, under 
such regulations in regard to the purchase, distribution, and preservation of the 
same, as may be necessary. 
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The School Committee, on receiving the above order, and making some 
investigations, found that the city had not the power to provide school-books ex-
cept for indigent children, till they were authorized so to do, by special act of 
the Legislature. On the assurance that the City Council would petition the Leg-
islature at its next session in January, the School Committee took the respon-
sibility of providing school-books for all pupils, at the commencement of the 
school year in September last, (1868,) in accordance with the older passed 
by the City Council in June previous. 
At that time some changes were made in the books previously in use in the 
schools. The readers, spelling-books, and arithmetics were changed for 
others, without any expense, however, to the city; for the new books were 
given for the old ones in all cases. Unfortunately the geographies had been 
changed the last part of the previous school year, and the Committee were 
not able to buy or procure on the same favorable term3. At the time the 
Committee began to furnish books, they made arrangements with most of the 
publishers of school-books, by which they purchased, and will be able hence-
forth to purchase, school-books for about '20 per cent, less than the wholesale 
prices. 
If this business is prudently managed and the school-books are carefully 
used and preserved, it is believed that the expenses of school books, as a 
whole, will be considerably less hereafter, than in previous years. The cost 
being divided equally among the inhabitants according to their taxation, will 
not bear heavily on any ; while the poor man with a large family of children 
will be relieved of quite a heavy expense. 
In Boston the city does not provide books for the public schools, but it 
is authorized to provide books for indigent children. According to a late 
report, the expendituie forbook3 for this class of children was $12,557 47 
the past year, (1868.) The amount appropriated for this purpose was 
§16,500. This sum is stated to be about equal to half a dollar for each 
pupil belonging to the schools. In Philadelphia, where all the-pupils in the 
public schools are furnished with books at the public expense, it was found a 
few years ago, that the cost was about one dollar a year per pupil, or twice 
as much per pupil as Boston is now paying for children reckoned as indigent. 
The Superintendent of Schools in Boston, in his last report just published, 
says that furnishing books to indigent children does not work satisfactorily, 
and therefore he recommends "that instead of furnishing a part of the children 
in the schools as we now do with books, it would be better to Jurnish all, and 
thus make our schools wholly free in reality, as they are in name. The ex-
periment has been tried in New York, Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Baltimore and 
other cities, and it has been found to work well." 
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Without doubt the experiment will soon be tried in Boston and other cities 
and towns in Massachusetts. It is believed that Bath is the first city or town 
in Maine that has yet tried this experiment The experiment has not been 
tested long enough here to enable us to tell accurately what the cost will be 
to the city. The Committee has expended for the present year $1,583.52, 
and there are now outstanding bills amounting to about $1000. If the rule 
formed in Philadelphia is applicable to us in Bath, viz.: about one dollar per 
pupil per annum, it will cost our city a little less than $2000. If the rule in 
Boston is found to be true here, it will cost us less than $1000 per annum. 
tW the present, perhaps, it will be more safe to estimate the cost at about 
$1500 per annum, with some hope that it may be even less than that sum 
after the first year, which will expire in July next. 
After the School Committee had procured and furnished books to the pu-
pils of the schools of the city, they notified the City Council of this fact, and 
in January, 1869, it was 
Ordered, That the Mayor be requested and hereby is authorized to petition the Leg-
islature of the State for the enactment of a law authorizing the city of Bath to furnish 
the books and stationery used in the public schools of said city, and to appropriate 
money for the. same. 
And during the session of the Legislature the following Act was passed: 
An Act to authorize the city of Bath to provide books for the use of pupils in the public 
schec' s of the city. 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in Legislature assembled, as 
follows: 
SEC. 1. The Superintending School Committee of the city of Bath are authorized to 
provide school-books for the use of the pupils in the public schools of the city at the 
expense of the city, and to make such rules as they may deem reasonable and effectual 
for the preservation and return of the same; and all money raised and appropriated 
for that purpose shall be assessed in the same manner as that in which other monies 
raised for lawful purposes are assessed. 
SEC. 2. This Act shall take effect when approved. 
[Approved Feb. 19,1869.J 
The city is now therefore legally authorized to furnish books for all the 
public i-cliools. 
While we are upon this matter of gchool-bpoks, it may be well to call at-
tention o the fact that the Legislature passed another act having a bearing 
on this subject, as follows : 
An Act in addition to and amendatory of section throe, chapter one hundred and three 
of the public laws of eighteen hundred sixty-two, relating to change of school-books. 
Any pur.-pn or persons violating the provisions of section three, chapter one hundred 
and three of the .public laws of eiguteen hundred and sixty-two, shall be punished by 
fine not exceeding five hundred dollars, to be recovered in an action of debt', on the 
complaint of any school official ur person aggrieved. 
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The following is section 3, of chapter 103, of the public laws of 1862, 
referred to above: 
Sue. 3. Section forty-nine of said chapter (chapter eleven of the revised statutes 
relating to common schools,) is amended by adding to the fourth item the folio-wing: 
And it shall be the duty of superintending school committees to select a uniform system 
of text-books to be used in the schools of the town, due notice of which selection shall 
be given; and any text-book hereafter introduced into the schools of any town, shall 
not be changed for five years from the date of its introduction unless by vote of the 
town; so that item fourth of said forty-ninth section shall read as follows :— 
Fourth. Direct the general course of instruction, and what books shall be used in 
the schools. And it shall be the duty of superintending school committees to select a 
uniform system of text-books to be used in the schools of the town, due notice of which 
selection shall be given: and any text-book hereafter introduced into the schools of any 
town, shall not be changed for five years from the date of its introduction, unless by 
vote of the town. 
It will be seen that by the late amendatory act, cities and towns are liable 
to a fine not exceeding $500, for the violation of the law prohibiting the 
change of school-books oftener than once in five years. If, therefore, the 
School Committee desire to change any book in use in the schools, they must 
be authorized to do so by vote of the City Council, or they will be liable to 
a fine more or less heavy. We shall perhaps not unfrequently feel obliged 
to ask this authority of the City Council. In the long list of books in use 
in our schools, especially in the High School, there will be cases where it 
would be a serious detriment to be obliged to use a book three or four years 
when a much better book had been found. It is not always easy to deter-
mine whether a book is good or otherwise, till it has been fairly tested by ex-
perience. After the use of it for a year or so it is known whether it is worth 
retaining. If found valuable it ought to be retained ; if otherwise it ought to 
be thrown out. The Committeo will endeavor, in making changes of school 
books, to consult the best interests of the schools, and they ought to be allowed 
to exercise their best judgment, in freedom. It is not however to be doubted, 
iliac the City Council will, in all reasonable cases, authorize by vole the 
changes which may be desired by the School Committee, especially when 
most, if not all the changes, will be merely technieal violations of the law. 
It does not seem to me that the law itself is of any a;reat value, as far as 
our own city is concerned. It may be useful in the State at large. In our 
own city we have never made frequent changes in school books. Grcenleaf's 
Arithmetics were in use twenty years or more, in our schools ; Colburn's, as 
long, or nearly as long; Brown's Grammar longer; and the books generally 
have been retained in use much beyond five years, if they were found really 
valuable. 
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School Accommodations. 
No new school house has been built the past year. The house in Winne-
gahce was finished and first occupied the spring term of the past year. 
This is a good house, and well furnished with desks, chairs, blackboards, &c. 
The recitation room is of convenient size, and also has desks and chairs for the 
little ones. This house is none too large for the present number of pupils in 
that section. At the beginning of last term it was found necessary to put in 
two or three extra desks, to accommodate the pupils. The house, however, 
is large enough for one teacher and an assistant. 1 be main building is 36 
by 33. The porch, in which is the assistant teacher's room, is 15 by 20. 
The main room is about 33 by 30. There are seats for 60 pupils. The as-
sistant teacher's room is about 14 by 19. There are scatsfor 22 pupils. To 
provide for additional pupils, it will be better to build another house about 
mid way between Winnegance and t'he Lower Grammar and Primary houses, 
on Weeks street. A house in that locality will accommodate the pupils who 
now walk quite a distance, and draw away enough from the Winnegance 
house, to leave sufficient accommodations for the lower part of the city. 
Though it is said above that no new school house has been actually built in 
the city the past year, yet a house has been provided for the Primary School 
on Weeks street. The Chapel occupied and owned by the Freewill Baptists 
on Weeks street was purchased by the city last autumn and fitted up for a 
school house. It is large and commodious and makes one of tbe best Pri-
mary School houses we have in the city. The main room is 24 feet by 31, 
and the assistant's room is 22 by 19. There is also a large entry way. The 
main room is provided with desks and chairs. The house is placed on a fine 
level lot of land on the corner of High and Weeks streets. I t was first occu-
pied the latter part of the last term. By the removal of Primary School No. 1 
to the Chapel School house, the Lower Grammar School house will be ex-
clusively occupied by the Grammar School; and it will afford ample accom-
modations for several years. By these two additional houses in Winnegance 
and on Weeks street, within the last year, good school accommodations have 
been provided for the lower part of the city. 
The localities next specially needing more ample and convenient accom 
modations are on South street, on North street and in the upper part of the 
city near Scott Morse & Co's. mill. A new Primary School, or Primer 
School house is needed in the vicinity of North street; and an enlargement 
of the house on the corner of Middle and North streets, or a new house in 
that vicinity; and a new Primary School house is needed near the Upper 
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Grammar School house. The Upper Grammar School needs the exclusive 
use of its own building. At present it occupies only the upper story. But 
tho school was so largo last term that it was necessary to send down 21 pupils 
to occupy seats in the Primary Sehool, on the lower floor. Thin is quite in-
convenient for the Grammar teachers and a serious detriment to the Primary 
School. It is important that the city should purchase a lot and build a neat 
Primary School house somewhere in the vicinity, and thus leave the Grammar 
School house to the sole use of the Grammar School. It is better also, as a 
general rule, to keep each school in the city separate from others; each one 
occupying its own house exclusively on its own lot. Jealousies, rivalries and 
little disturbances are apt to arise between different schools, where they are 
connected together, and interfere somewhat with progress and good order. 
Music. 
A teacher has been employed by the committee to give lessons in music 
twice a week at the High School this last year, Messrs. Trufant ar.d Ballou 
have been the instructors. It seems desirable, if musical instruction is given 
in our public schools, that the schools of the. lower grades should also receive 
the benefits of it. Music should be taught at least in the High and several 
Grammar Schools, if not also in the Primary Schools. Music is taught in Bos-
ton in the Primary Schools to much advantage, in the estimation of the Supt. 
In the last report it is said "i t is only a few years since it was rare to find one 
who was willing to admit that vocal music could be taught to advantage in 
the Primary Schools. Now, no one ventures the opininion that it should be 
excluded. I t is very gratifying to find that all the teachers now favor the 
systematic teaching of vocal music in their schools. With the aid of text 
books, charts and blackboards, and the assistance and advice of Mr. Mason, 
they are producing very satisfactory results." 
It seems desirable that we should have musical instruction given in all our 
schools, as soon as satisfactory arrangements can be made to bring about such 
a result. Will it not be well for the City Council to make an appropriation 
sufficient to procure the services of a music teacher, who shall give instruc-
tion in all the schools, through tho year? 
Messrs. Trufant and Ballou have done faithful and efficient service in the 
High School during the last year. The improvement which pupils have been 
making from month to month is manifest to any one who will make an occa-
sional visit to the High School, during the hour assigned to music. 
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Pianos. 
The city owns one piano, which has been in use at the High School for 
several years. It is now in good Condition, and is worth as much doubtless 
as it cost some ten years ago—about $200. In addition to this, I found 
three rented by the former Superintendent at a cost of $120 per annum, 
beside the expenses of keeping them in order. It would be more economical 
to purchase as many as are needed. Pianos at second hand may be purchased 
at about $100 a piece, which will answer for the schools for several years. 
Two or three are wanted for the coming year. 
Teachers' Meetings. 
Teachers' meetings have been held of late at the High Sehool building, 
once in two weeks, on Monday evenings. The session continues for one 
hour. In the winter it commences at 7 o'clock ; and in the summer at 
7 1-2 o'clock. All the teachers in the city are expected to be present. 
These meetings are found to be useful and profitable to teachers and commi -
tee. Those who are desirous of becoming teachers, will also find the teachers' 
meetings one of the best means of showing their fitness for the responsible 
position of a teacher. 
The exercises of these meetings are as fullows :—The meeting is opened by a 
member of the committee. The mil is called and the absentees noted The 
names of absentees of the last meeting are also read. Some practical topic con-
nected with the teacher's vocation is then taken up, and remarks made by the 
member or members of the committee present.. Teachers are also called 
upon for any remarks they may have to make on the same topic. For instance, 
at the last meeting, the habit of attention was the topic under consideration ; 
the great difference in pupils in giving attention ; how shall the teacher help 
the pupil to form and strengthen the habit of attention, &c, &c. Next, the 
teachers are called upon for any remarks or criticisms on the recitation at 
the last teachers' meeting ; a few moments are usually occupied in this way. 
The remainder of the hour is spent in conducting a recitation on some one of 
the branches taught in our schools : .leading, writing, arithmetic, written or 
mental, geography, grammar, & c , &c. The recitation is conducted by one 
of the teachers, taking turns one after another, and the rest of the teachers 
present constituting the class making the recitation. The hour is thus quickly 
and profitably spent. Those who are really' interested in the work of their 
profession, and are striving to make greater proficiency in it, embrace all 
those opportunities of improving their minds and preparing themselves for 
the bettor performance of the duties of their life. 
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The Primary Schools. 
The whole number of pupils belonging to the several Primary Schools in 
the city the past year is 805, the average attendance being G73. The num-
ber of teachers employed in this grade of schools is eighteen. 
The following table shows the names of the teachers, whole number of 
pupils, and average attendance : 
No 1 
(( 
[< 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6. 
it 7 
U 8 
H 9 
u 10 
Miss 
NAMES OF TEACHERS. 
LIZZIE WALL, .) ~ " 
E. M. SMALL. Assistant,....... A 
L, L. DONNELL, 
S. L. OTIS 
L.A. Sprague, assistant 
E. O. ROBINSON, Union Street, 
E. N. PERCY, NorthHill, 
E.F.ROBINSON ) 
J. L. BAKER, Assistant J- Old Academy, 
E. WEEKS. Assistant, ) 
M. P. HIGGINS, | 
M. C. SHAW, Assistant, I Corner 
C. M. MORSE, f North <6 Middle Sis., 
S.S. SMALL . . . . ) 
A. K. BLETHEN, \
 nn1f _ „ 
C. A. HAWTHORNE, Assistant,.? uaK w r o w ' 
M. F. HUSTON, I Upper Grammar 
C. H. KENDALL, Assistant, j School, 
Wh. 
Np. 
Av'g 
No? 
78 69 
39 33 
100 79 
56 
51 
53 
39 
184 145 
80 62 
85 75 
G4 56 
68 62 
805 673 
The Primary Schools are in many respects the most important of the three 
grades. Here the foundation of education is laid. Here habits are 
formed which, if ill, will with difficulty bo eradicated in after life; if good, 
will be of great service in forming the future character of the man or woman. 
Sometimes it seems to me that teachers in this grade of schools do not have 
a full appreciation of the importance of their labors and the great skill re-
quired to perform them properly, and the amount of knowledge needed to 
attain entire success. It is a common impression among many that any one 
can teach a Primary School. It is thought to be a dull routine of mechan-
ical work of hearing lessons in reading, spelling, and a little arithmetic or 
geography. Who cannot do such insignificant worlj as this ? it is asked. If 
the teacher's duties were properly discharged in this way, it would be easy to 
find those who are ready to engage in the work. Indeed, it is not difficult 
now to employ laborers. The difficulty is not in procuring teachers, but in 
procuring those who are well instructed, capable and well qualified for their 
work. Such teaehers are wanted. They are never at a loss for employment. 
The mental training and education now required for the successful teacher are 
s. L. cms L. A. SPfiAGUE, Assistant.. 
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much greater than even a few years ago. Those who desire to become teach-
ers and attain success, cannot do too much in the way of preparation for thii 
work. 
Go into the school-room and watch for a while the skillful teacher. She is 
well educated. She has read all she can find bearing on her profession. 
She studies the peculiar character of each one of her pupils. She gives per-
sonal attention to each pupil. She instructs by familiar object lessons, ihe 
use of the slate, blackboard, diagrams, objects in the natural world, story-
telling, reading to her pupils from good books, music, gymnastics, &c, &c. 
By these means, her pupils are not listless or dull, not noisy or turbuleht, 
but the whole school is attentive, orderly, diligent, and interested in their 
work. 
The pupils of the Primary Schools are of an age when it is difficult to se-
cure and retain their attention and interest. So much the more skill is re-
quired on tie part of the teacher. The highest training and the greatest 
experience are needed for this class of teachers. And no lady, without expe-
rience, special training, tact, (which comes perhaps more from nature than 
from culture,) energy, industry, unwearied application, unflagging zeal and 
enthusiasm, and the deepest interest in her work, from motives justifiable in the 
sight of God,—no lady, I say, without these qualifications at least, can rea-
sonably hope to attain to any great degree of success in the Primary School. 
Where shall the teacher find such training as this? chiefly in the school-
room. Normal Schools and other schools of this character, will in time do 
much work for the teachers. They are doing a good work now; but there 
is nothing like experience to those who know how to use and profit by expe-
rience. 
The studies in our Primary Schools have been modified to seme extent, of 
late. They will doubtless be still more modified from time to time, as improve-
ments shall go on in our schools. An interesting little work on geography 
is now studied ; also some written arithmetic, making figures, writing on the 
slate and blackboard, &c. We now have reading, spelling, geography, arith-
metic, mental and written, writing on slates and blackboards. To these we 
desire to see added, in the way of oral instruction, by the teachers, if not by 
the use of some well prepared little treatise, some knowledge of the structure 
of the human body, the laws of life and health, natural history, some of the 
principal events in the history of our own country, drawing, and the proper 
and correct use of our own language. I think some knowledge may be given 
by the teacher on these and kindred subjects, of great value to the pupil; 
attainments in the ordinary branches, which will, add interest to the 
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school render it attractive, give valuable information, help cultivate a 
taste for study, as well as aid- the teaoher in keeping an orderly school.— 
With such a coarse of studies, in which the pupil has been well trained and 
disciplined, he will leavo the Primary School, well prepared to enter upon the 
higher branches pursued at the Grammar Schools—or rather similar branches 
pursued to a further extent, and more intimately and thoroughly, in the 
Grammar Schools. 
Let mo hero bear testimony to the diligence and faithfulness with which the 
teachers of the Primary Schools generally are laboring in tlieir respective 
positions. If I have marked out a course, and pointed to a height, to which 
not all—not even any, have fully attained, it only shows that each and all 
may still press on to the mark of the prize of their high calling. They may 
read extensively, study diligently, learn from experience and observation, and 
bring all tluir rich attainments into full activity and use in the school-room. 
Grammar Schools. 
The whole number of pupils belonging to these schools is 6G2. The aver-
age number in attendance is 613. There are four Grammar Schools The 
following table gives the whole number and average attendance in each school, 
and the names of the several teachers : 
WHOLE NO. Av'a. 
Lower Grammar Miss JOSEPHINE HUSTON 1 „7 „„ 
School. " S. W. SANDFORD, Assistant, j J' °° 
(Mr. LEANDER BOOTHBY, ) 
South Grammar J Miss V. MANSON, Assistant, I „ 9 1 ,,,., School. I •' M. T. PERKINS. Assistant, 
" E. F . WINSLOW, Assistant,. 
Miss A. S. HIGGINS, ~) 
North Grammar j " M. H. SMALL, A ssistant, ( 244 241 
School. 1 " S. M. WELLS, A ssistant, f 
I " M. R. HODGKINS, Assistant J 
Upper Grammar ( Miss E . W. POWERS \
 1 n n ax 
School. 1 •' F . A. DUNHAM, Assistant f _ ^ _ 
6U2 613 
The whole number in each class in the Lower Grammar School is as 
follows : 
First Class, 21 
Second Class, 25 
Third Class, 27 
Fourth Class, 24 
The number in each class in the Fouth Grammar School is— 
First Class 40 
Second Class, 50 
Third Class, 01 
Fourth Class, 04 
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The number in each class in the North Grammar School i s— 
First Class, 44 
Second Class, 60 
Third Class, 07 
Fourth Class 73 
The number in each class in the Upper Grammar Scbool i s— 
First Class, 25 
Second Class, 24 
Third Class 22 
Fourth Class 29 
The following pupils have not been absent or tardy during either of the 
two terms of the present scbool year,—that is, the autumn and winter terms : 
Lower Grammar School. 
Annie E. HlNKLEY, Al.MIRA FARRIn, 
HATTTE E. RIPLEY, 3 years, JOSEPH HUNT, 
JOSEPHINE A. PREBLE, 1 year, WILLIE H. BOYNTON, 
EVA L. PREBLE, FRANK H. MARR. 
South Grammar School. 
ANNA LLOYD EDWARD FLETCHER, 
ANN MANION, MILTON LLOYD, 
CLARA NICHOLS, GEORGE HIGGIXS, 
GEORGE WHITE, GEORGE HAWLEV. 
FRANK LEEMAN, 
The following members of the North Grammar School have not been absent 
or tardy during the time set opposite their names respectively : 
NAME. 
Annie L. Fisher. 
Fred J. Small, 
Ernest M. Briry, 
Henry C. Taylor, 
Samuel S. Sewall, 
Thomas B. Blagden, 
Chas. B. Torrey, 
Lottie D. Garcelon, 
Flora Addie Howse, 
Jessie McKay, 
Elfleda Wall," 
Janet Tarr, 
Emma Harward, 
Lillie Owen, (except 5 half days 
on acc't of death of her father,) 3 " 
NAME. 
09 M 
Victoria s. Dillon, 4 and 2 
Annie M. Jordan, 4 " 1 
Edward W. Larrabee, 3 " 2 
Millard F. Litchfield, 3 ' 2 
John B. Williams, 3 " 2 
Orville B. Moses, 3 " 2 
Wm. H. Tobey, 3 ' " 2 
Thomas H. Pratt, 3 " 2 
Fred. B. Percy, (tardy once) 3 " 1 
Herbert L. Grinnell, 2 " 2 
Margie A. Dillon, 2 " 2 
Carrie A. Paine, 2 " 2 
Annie J. Shepard. (tardy once) 2 " 2 
Albion C. Staples, 1 - 2 
Ada R. Sawyer, 1 " 2 
land 2 
1 " 2 
1 " 2 
1 " 2 
1 tl 2 
1 i( 2 
1 " 2 
1 " 1 
1 " 1 
1 " I 
1 " 1 
1 " 0 
1 " 0 
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Worth Grammar School. 
SUSAN C. PENNELL, 
LlLLIe OWEN, 
HERBERT W. MAGOUN, 
BENJ. T. NEWMAN, 
RALPH S. BAKER, 
ALICE C. WATSON, 
JENNIE BAKER, 
MARY P. JENKS, 
WILLIAM KENDALL, 
ARTHUR BISBEE, 
CHARLES LORING, 
CHARLES WITCHELL, 
8 mos. 
». it 
NELLIE PURRINGTON, I mos 
NATHANIEL SPRAGUE, 
FRANK H. GRASSY, 
GEO. E. PERCY. 
NELLIE GOLDER, 
JULIA WATSON, 
EMMA MOSES, 
BELLA HARRINGTON. 
r School. 
ADDIE STROUT, 
LIVINIA MITCHELL, 
FANNIE WALKER, 
CLARA MATSON. 
The per- cent, of attendance in the Lower Grammar Bcbool was 87 ; in the 
South Grammar School, 87 ; in the North Grammar School, 97 ; and in the 
Upp^r Grammar School, 96. The Grammar Schools have been taught ex-
clusively by females during the last year. At the ,close of the last term, 
(March 6th, 1869,) Miss E. S. Bright, the Principal of the South Grammar 
School, tendered her resignation. She has had charge of the school for the 
last two years. Miss Bright previously had' the charge of the upper room 
in the same school, for several years. She is a teacher of much experience, 
well educated, accurate and careful in conducting her recitations, efficient and 
faithful in the discharge of all her duties as a teacher. Her health and strength 
not being equal to the laborious work necessarily devolving on the principal 
of so large and difficult a school, she resigned ; and in consideration of her 
request and the reasons given, the Committee accepted the resignation. It is 
not often that we lose the services of so valuable a teacher as Miss Blight,— 
one whose long experience and accurate attainments render her capable of so 
great usefulness in the school-room. In view of the loss of Miss Bright, and 
the difficulty of securing suitable teachers for the mastership of our large 
Grammar Schools, the Committee deem themselves exceedingly fortunate in 
the appointment of Mr. Lcander Booihby, of Limerick, as master of the South 
Grammar School. Mr. Boothby comes well recommended,—of ample experi-
ence, having been engaged eighteen years in school-teaching, and, we are 
assured, has always met with eminent success. We have no doubt that he will 
succeed in the position to which he has now been appointed. 
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The other teachers of the Grammar Schools, principals and assistants, have, 
most of them, filled their present positions for some years past, and are there-
fore becoming experienced and successful. Some of them have acquired 
much experience, and a rare degree of success. The labor required of the 
teachers in the Grammar Schools, especially of the principals, is great; the 
taxation of mind and physical strength, in holding the control of so many 
pupils from day to day and month to month, is so great that comparatively 
few can endure it, for any considerable number of years. 
Parents often complain of the imperfections of teachers. If teachers were 
angels, they could not do so well; avoid so many trifling errors, and be so far 
above the frailties of human nature, as some very inconsiderate parents seem 
to suppose any one of most ordinary capacities might do or be. I have often 
thought rtat if those parents would change places with teachers, they and 
others would soon have opportunities of seeing that it is not easy to reach per-
fection in this lower world. It is easy to see the faults of others but not so 
easy to avoid them ourselves. It is easy to criticise others but not so easy 
to be justly above criticism ourselves. Let parents consider the trials and 
difficulties of teachers, and they would soon have more sympathy with them, 
and be less disposed to find fault with or complain of their short comings and 
imperfections. 
While on this point, let me say another word here. Parents often hear 
statements made by children or other persons,—exaggerated statements, or 
statements made when the case is not understood,—and from these statements 
they get a perverted view, and then go on to criticise or find fault, and often 
do harm to schools, children, and teachers; when, if they understood the case, 
they would see no cause for fault-finding, cast no blame on any one, and in 
fact would have done or said nothing about it. Wise and prudent parents 
ought always to be careful about expressing opinions or blaming teachers till 
they unders'and fully the merits of any particular case. Thfly should see 
teachers, converse with them, and learn the facts. After taking tllc-'e steps> 
and finding any unreasonable course pursued b j teachers, they will find the 
Committee ready to look into and correct all faults, so far as possible. 
The Intermediate or Bural Schools. 
There are two of these schools, one in Wihcegance and the other in North 
Bath. 
Whole Number in Winnegancc, (Winter Term,) 84 
Average Number, 75 
Names of those not absent or tardy during either of the terms of the pres 
ent school year:—Myra F. Hunt, Hattic A. Eaton, Clarence H. Malcom. 
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Whole Number in North Bath 40 
Average, 25 
Per cent, attendance, 74 
This school was quite seriously affected as to attendance, by sickness which 
prevailed to a considerable extent. Its per cent, attendance was probably 
less than any other school in the city. The attendance is not usually equal 
to other schools, but sickness rendered it still less the past year than in ordi-
nary times. Miss S. M. Springer is the teacher. She was prevented from 
teaching the most of the winter term, and Miss L M. Hill supplied her place. 
Under both teachers, the school has been doing well, considering the attend-
ance. 
Miss V. M. Adams and Miss A. J . Eich are the teachers at Winnegance. 
This school is now attaining a very fair degree of success. It has been grad-
ually improving during the year ; and after a longer experience on the part 
of the principal, will doubtless become a good school. 
The above schools, being in the outskirts of the city, are not well graded, 
and cannot be till the population is more dense, and this interferes in some 
degree with their progress. There are pupils from A 13 C, to the first class 
in the Grammar School, consequently there is a much larger number of classes 
than it is well to have in one school. With such a number of classes the 
time of the teacher must be consumed without giving much to a single pupil 
or even to a single class. We cannot, therefore, expect that the pupils will 
make the same progress, or the same sort of progress, which is made by pupils 
in well graded schools. There is perhaps one advantage in these schools, 
where the pupils are of such various ages, the younger scholars learn more or 
less of the larger ones, during the recitations, as the younger children in the 
same family unconsciously learn much day by day in their associations with 
their older brothers and sisters. The youngest pupils of a school cannot con-
centrate their minds on thiir own lessons or studies, but for a limited period, 
and ought not to do so ; and thus they have leisure to hear the recitations 
of the older pupils and the remarks of the teacher, and in this way are mak-
ing some progress in acquiring knowledge, in addition to their regular lessons. 
With those pupils, younger or even older, who are attentive and disposed to 
make the most of their time and powers of mind, this learning from recita-
tions of others may be some compensation for the lack of a more perfect gra-
dation and classification of the school. 
The school in North Bath, as well as the one in Winnegance, was quite 
full in the early part of the last winter term. A number of large pupils, 
without regular employment, often attend school in the winter. When they 
come from the sincere purpose of improvement, they are heartily welcomed, 
B 
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and as much assistance is rendered as lies in the power of the teacher to give ; 
but when they come from other, less worthy motives, they are apt to derive 
little benefit themselves, and their presence is more or less detrimental to the 
interests of the school. Parents ought to see that boys of such an age and 
character behave as becomes young gentlemen and give no unnecessary 
trouble to the teacher. 
The High School. 
The teachers of the High School are : 
MR. GALEN ALLEN, Principal, 
MISS L. T. MOSES, 1st Assistant, in charge of upper room. 
" S. F. DRUMMOND, ; 
0. M. PUTNAM, iAssistants-
MR. W. F. MARSTON was also assistant during the two terms of the 
present year. At the close of the present term he left the school to resume 
his studies in Colby University, of which he was a member, and only tempo-
rarily left College for the purpose of teaching in our High School. 
The High School is now in a good condition. The teachers are faithfully 
and earnestly engaged in trying to do their duties, and are attaining a good 
degree of success. 
Statistics of the Bath High School, for the fall and winter term of 1868-9: 
FALL WINTER 
TERM. TERM. 
Whole number of pupils belonging to the school, 157 141 
Average number of pupils belonging to the school, 151 135 
Average number of pupils attending the school, 143.3 131 
Whole number of absences, 349 343 
Per cent, of attendance, 98.2 97 
Number not absent, 79 43 
METHOD OF OBTAINING THE PER CENT. OF ATTENDANCE. 
Pupils are regarded as members of the school from the time they enter until they 
leave finally, however long they may be absent in the mean time. 
Obtain the number of days each has been connected with the school, and the aggre-
gate of all these numbers. Divide this aggregate by the number of school-days to 
obtain the average number belonging to the school. Subtract from this aggregate the 
whole number of absences, and divide the remainder by the number of school days in 
the term to get the averaye number attending the school. Divide the average number 
attending by the average number belonging, which gives the per cent, of attendance. 
Names of pupils connected with the Bath High School, who have not been 
absent or tardy for the time denoted by the numbers affixed to their names 
respectively: 
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Second Class. 
Attie A. Curtis,*... 
George 8. Baker,*. 
Fred A. Field 
Marcia E. Paine,.. 
Lucy E. Stinson,.. 
George S. Delano,. 
Byron B. Moulton,.. 
Hannie L. Hill, 
Hattie E. Hayes,.'... 
Henry Rose, 
Fred. A. Jewett,.... 
William P. Gannett,. 
Georgie S. Hall, 
Mary C. Cressey, 
J. Edward Barron, 
John H. Payne 
Charles E. Shaw,... 
Allura E. Bibber,.. 
Bridget Foley, 
Fannie E. Simpson, 
Hattie W. Snow,... 
Annie E. Work, 
Third Class. 
Fourth Class. 
' years and 8 months. 
G " '< 8 " 
2 i t " 8 " 
2 a " 8 
1 41 " 8 
10 
1 year and 8 months. 
1 " a 8 
1 it t ( 8 
1 a " 5 
1 (( 
'' 
1 
8 
8 months. 
8 
8 
8 
* Not-absent from the High or Grammar School. 
The following paper, giving some account of examinations at the High 
School, has been prepared by Mr. Allen. It will be seen that the mode of 
examination of the several classes in th'eir studies, is somewhat different of 
late. I t is intended to be more thorough and impartial. There is one writ-
ten examination at the close of the year, in all the studies of the year, which 
is more particularly described in Mr. Allen's paper. It is believed that this 
will add considerably to thoroughness on the part of the pupil in pursuing the 
studies of the course at this school. 
Examinations. 
The object of an examination of schools is often not understood. Many 
ask, why not employ faithful teachers and then permit them, in their own 
way, to do their work; why have so many formal and informal examina-
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tions, which cause so much trouble to teachers and inspire so much fear in 
the hearts of the pupils and which cause so many tears to flow 1 
An examination of a school need not be taken as evidence that the commit-
tee distrust the teacher or pupils, but that they wish to ascertain for themselves 
and make evident to all interested what, how much, and how well, teacher 
and pupil are doing. 
A thorough examination of a school, by an intelligent, educated person, 
makes plain to the teacher the rust which may be corroding his usefulness ; the 
ruts, into which he is in danger of falling; and the hobbies, which stand, 
saddled and bridled, ready to bear him on to folly. Such an examination 
gives the teacher new ideas in regard to what he ought to do, and new zeal 
in his labors. It will cause him to endeavor to broaden and deepen his in-
structions. It will stimulate him to keep himself and his pupils up with the 
times. Again, a thorough examination is of great benefit to the pupil. I t 
shows him in what he has done well and in what he is deficient, and often so 
takes the conceit out of vain-glonious pupils that it is the means of their com-
mencing, in earnest, abetter woik. The experience of all educators confirms 
this view. 
Admitting then that examinations are good, and the more thorough the 
better, how shall they be conducted, is a question of importance. An exam-
ination and a mere exhibition are not the same. The one is good, the other 
is far from being what pupils need to make them scholars. The one is the 
deep ploughing for a fruitful harvest; the other is skimming the surface, which 
causes nothing to grow. Let us, then, have thorough examinations ! 
Shall examinations be oral or conducted in writing! In the High School 
both methods are practised. At the close of the fall and winter terms, the 
pupils are subjected to an oral examination upon the studies of the term. 
These examinations occupy the time of the school during the last two days of 
the term. 
The last six weeks of the spring term are devoted to reviews, in which all 
the studies of the year are included ; then, during the last six or seven days 
of the term, the pupils are subjected to a written examination upon the 
studies of the year. A carefully prepared list of test questions is presented 
to each class, the answers to which they are required to write, text-books hav-
ing been removed previously. Many desirable ends are attained by such an 
examination. All the stuilies of the year are reviewed. These reviews are 
of great value in mastering and fixing in mind principles which may not 
have been mastered or, at least, not
 tlong remembered. Again, the pupils 
are placed on an equality, the confident having no advantage over the diffident, 
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which is not the case in an oral examination. Such an examination being a 
sure, test of what each has done during the year, promotions can be made ac-
cordingly, and a knowledge, on the. part of the pupils, that such a test will 
come is a stimulus to faithful effort during the whole year. 
Qualifications of Teachers. 
How many people suppose that any man can make a school-master! If a 
man is fit for nothing else, he can beoome a school teacher 1 Talents are re-
quired for success in other kinds of business, but who looks for much talent 
in the teacher ? How mistaken such notions ! There is no position in life 
requiring more talents or ability to fill well, than that of a teacher. 
Peculiar powers of mind, as well as physical health and strength, are re-
quired to make a successful teacher : education, ample preparation, and ex-
perience. '"It cannot be too often repeated," says Mr. Guizot, ' that it is 
the master that makes the school. Superior school rooms, good text-books, 
apparatus, maps, globes, &c, are great aids, but what do they amount to, 
without the master mind?" 
Says Mr. Farrow, in a late report on education in Scotland, quoted by Mr. 
Philbric-k of Boston :—"I think it almost impossible to overrate the quality 
of teachers. Do what you will in building, or endowing or encouraging a 
school; make for it the most convenient premises : give it every advantage ; 
but after all the teacher is the pivot on which success or failure turns. I knew 
this well before I went to Scotland, but I never had it so forcibly brought 
borne to me as there, that after all the teacher is everything. On one occa-
sion when I was inspecting an English school, which in ppite of its endow-
ments was almost empty, I asked the reason for the lamentable condition of 
the school. After a long pause, one of the citizens exclaimed, ' I think, sir, 
if the commissioners want to know why this school does not fulfil its founder's 
intentions, you cannot do better than to send them a photograph of the school-
master.' In this bitter speech there was a real philosophy—a profound per-
ception of a fundamental principle of educational science. Such as the 
schoolmaster is, such is the school. Describe him, and your 'readers will 
know all." 
In this extract, the able author is brought to the same conclusion as Mr. 
Guizot and expresses himself in substantially the same pithy language,—"It 
is the master that makes the school,"—"Such as the school master is, tuch 
is the school." The character of the school depends on the teacher. Are 
our schools all of a high order 'I Each teacher answers the question in his or 
her own school-room every day. 
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The successful teacher requires work, honest faithful work, to be done every 
day in the school-room. Not every one will perhaps be able to say with Dr. 
Adam, author of the Latin Grammar, of his school in Edinburg, "you will see 
more work done here in an hour, than in any other school in Europe,"—but 
the faithful teacher will strive to get faithful work from his pupils. He will 
strive to cultivate the habit of working, a habit which is one of the mo?t val-
uable of all good habits. He will be full of the spirit of work, and will com-
municate this spirit to the pupils under his charge. 
What a vast influence over the whole life and character, does the teacher 
exert over his or her pupils ! Surely no one can recognize his responsibil-
ities, if he is willing to enter lightly or with poor qualifications on his great 
work. No, whatever other pursuits in life may be chosen, let no one choose 
that of a teacher of youth, unless he has made ample preparation for his work. 
Let him advance in knowledge and wisdom, be skillful in the art of instruct-
ing, prudent, patient, forbearing, controlling himself, full of love for children, 
kind, of unwavering faith and unfaltering trust in the Great Lord and Master 
of us all. 
CATALOGUE 
Bath High School, 
JUNE, 1 8 6 9 . 

Superintending School Committee. 
S. F. DIKE, 
WILLIAM R I C E , 
C. W. LARRABEE. 
S. F, DIKE, Superintendent. 
TEACHERS. 
GALEN ALLEN, Principal. 
Miss L. T. MOSES. 
S. F. DRUMMOND. 
0. M. PUTNAM. 
PUPILS OF BATH HIGH SCHOOL. 
First 
FRANK W. HAWTHORNE, 
GEORGE E. HUGHES, 
JULIA A. BROWN, 
LILLIAN W. DUNTON, 
MAT FISHER, 
KATE S. GANNETT, 
IDA H. HAWKS, 
ABBIE F. MITCHELL, 
ALICE H. MORSE, 
Second 
GEORGE S. BAKER, 
HENRY W. CHANDLER, 
GEORGE S. DELANO, 
FRED. H. FIELD, 
HENRT M. HARDING, 
MART A. ABBOTT, 
NELLIE P. BAILEY, 
LENA T. BERRT, 
ANNIE B. COLTON, 
ATTIE A. CURTIS, 
LAURA D. CURTIS, 
MAE F. DAVIS, 
NELLIE DIKE, 
HATTIE E. DONNELL, 
ANNIE H. EVERETT, 
HELEN C. FOSTER, 
CLARA E. HODGKINS, 
Class. 
WILLIAM G. REED, Woolwich, 
CHARLES L. WHITE, 
WEALTHT C. MOSES, 
HATTIE E. PALMER, 
MART PATNE, 
CLARA L. PREBLE, 
FANNIE D. TOTMAN, 
LILLIE E. TUCKER. 
Class. 
L. HOUGHTON KIMBALL. 
IRVING A. LIBBEY, 
JAMES O. McCORISON, 
JOSEPH M. TROTT, 
JENNIE T. HODGKINS, 
KATE W. HUSTON, 
ELLA M. LEMONT, 
CELIA E. LINCOLN, 
ADA MANSON, 
MARCIA E. PAINE, 
MART F. PREBLE, 
JENNIE M. ROBINSON, 
LUCT E. STINSON, 
NELLIE R. STINSON, 
ELLA L. TURNER. 
Third 
SAMUEL P. BLACKBURN, 
GEORGE C. CRESSET, 
SAMUEL D. CUSHING, 
ARTHUR C. DONNELL, 
ALFRED B. DUNNING, 
WILLIAM F. GANNETT, 
FRED. A. GREENLEAF, 
ABNER L. HAM, 
JOSEPH M. HAWKS, 
LOUISA H. ABBOTT, 
MARIA F. ALLEN, 
ANNIE E. ANDERSON, 
SARAH S. COOMBS. 
MART C. CRESSET, 
FANNIE A. DELANO, 
CLARA D. GILBERT, 
GEORGIE S. HALL, 
LIZZIE M. HARDING, 
HATTIE E. HATES, 
MARCIA J. HEWET, 
HANNIE L. HILL, 
Fourth 
J. EDWARD BARRON, 
WILLIS O. BOTNTON, 
WILLIAM W. BROWN, 
SLOANE S. FARNHAM, 
J. WINTHROP FISKE, 
SEDGWICK P. GREENLEAF, 
JAMES P. HUGHES, 
FRED. W. HUMPHRETS, 
FRANK C. JACKSON, 
ALLURA E. BIBBER, 
MARTHA J. BROWN, 
HELEN A. COOMBS, 
ELLA A. CUSHING, 
ANNA DIKE, 
BRIDGET FOLET, 
MART E. HARRINGTON, 
CARRIE T. HASTINGS, 
EVA A. HILL, 
DELIA M. HODGKINS, 
ANNIE E. MARR, 
Class. 
FREDERICK A. JEWETT, 
BTRON B. MOULTON, 
ALBERT G. PAGE, JR., 
WILLIAM D. PAGE, 
WILLIAM B. PALMER, 
HORACE R. PATTEN, 
WILLIAM E. RICE, 
HENRT ROSE, 
AUGUSTUS C. SPRAGUE, 
VIOLA G. HOGAN, 
GEORGIA HOLBROOK, 
KATE A. HOUGHTON, 
JENNIE R. MORSE, 
EMMA B. RICKER, 
EMMA L. SEABROOK, 
ANNIE M. SNOW, 
FANNIE C. STEARNS, 
LIZZIE F. TUCKER, 
ANNIE S. WELCH, 
MARIA A. WIGGIN. 
Class. 
EDWARD H. KIMBALL, 
JAMES W. McKENZIE, 
GEORGE P. OLIVER, 
JOHN H. PATNE, 
ELBRIDGE C. SEWALL, 
JOSEPH E. SEWALL, 
CHARLES E. SHAW, 
S. THOMAS WOODWARD, J R . , 
JENNIE MANSON, 
NELLIE MURPHET, 
EMMA C. NASH, 
M. ALMA PALMER, 
LIZZIE PATNE, 
FANNIE M. SIMPSON, 
HATTIE W. SNOW, 
CORNELIA STEVENS, 
ELLA F. WILLIAMS, 
ANNIE E. WORK. 
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The Library. 
The library embraces numerous and valuable works of reference in the various 
branches of study pursued in the school. 
Philosophical Apparatus. 
The Laboratory is furnished with apparatus for illustrating the most important prin-
ciples of Natural Philosophy, and the laws and processes of Chemical Action. 
Gymnastic Exercises. 
The large hall on the upper floor is provided with a piano, dumb-bells, rings and 
wands, for light gymnastics. 
Courses of Study. 
There are three parallel courses of study at the option of the pupils : a Course Pre-
paratory for College ; a Classical Course ; and an English Course. 
The English Course is arranged for those who want a good business education. It 
includes the French and German languages, besides the Common and Higher English 
studies. 
The Classical Course includes the Latin, French, and German languages, besides the 
more important English studies; and is well adapted to those who wish to secure for 
themselves a liberal education without pursuing a College Course, and to those who 
wish to prepare themselves for teachers. 
The Course Preparatory for College is designed for young men who have a College 
Course in view. In the English and Classical courses German and Trignometry are the 
only studies which can be ommitted. 
Diplomas. 
Diplomas are awarded to those who complete, in a satisfactory manner, the regular 
four years' course of study, prescribed by the Committee. 
Qualifications for Admission. 
Candidates for admission are examined in Eoading, Spelling, Writing, Geography, 
Arithmetic and English Grammar. In Arithmetic, they are examined upon the whole 
of Eaton's Common School Arithmetic, or some equivalent work. In English Gram-
mar, the candidates must be able to analyze and parse, readily and correctly, sentences 
in common prose. In Geography they must be well versed in the whole subject. 
Pupils wishing to join advanced classes will be permitted to do so, if, upon examina-
tion, they are found qualified in all the previous studies of the course. 
Classification. 
The advantages of exact classification in school are too apparent to need comment 
here, but this in the High School is so dependent upon the" suitable preparation of the 
pupil for the school, and his constant attendance after being admitted, that these can-
not be too strongly impressed upon pupils and parents. The entire course of the pupil 
in the High School may be greatly impaired by entering too young by insufficient prep-
aration, or by a loss of a few weeks, or even days sometetimes, when the class are 
learning principles entirely essential to their future course. If pupils, by ill health or 
other necessity, are obliged to lose a portion of their time, it is no discredit to unite 
with the next lower class and review portions of the course of study they have already 
been over. They will thus become better prepared for future progress. But to attempt 
with a partial attendance to keep pace with those who are constant is simply attempt-
ing an impossibility, and will usually result in injury to themselves and will retard the 
progress of others. 
Course of Studies in Bath High School 
First Year.—Fourth Class. 
First Term Second Term. Third Term. 
Algebra, 
Eng. Gram, and Reading. 
Universal History. 
Algebra. 
Eng. Gram, and Reading. 
Universal History. 
Algebra. 
Eng. Gram, and Reading. 
Universal History. 
Weekly Studies.—Declamation, Composition, Spelling, Rhetoric, Vocal Music and 
Drawing. 
Second Year.—Third Class. 
Frst Term. Second Term. Third Term. 
Arith. and Book-keeping. 
Physiology. 
Physical Geography. 
Arith. and Book-keeping. 
Physiology. 
Physical Geography. 
Geometry. 
Natural History. 
English Literature. 
Weekly Studies Declamation, Composition, Spelling, Rhetoric, Vocal Music and 
Drawing. 
Third Year.—Second Class. 
First Term. Second Term. Third Term. 
Geometry. 
French. 
Natural Philosophy. 
Geometry. 
French. 
Natural Philosophy. 
Geometry or Trigonometry 
French. 
Natural Philosophy. 
Weekly Studdies.—Declamation, Composition, Spelling, English Literature, Vocal 
Music and Drawing. 
Fourth Year.—First Class. 
First Term. Second Term. Third Term. 
Astronomy. 
French. 
Chemistry. 
Astronomy. 
French. 
Chemistry. 
Botany, 
French or German. 
Geology. 
Weekly Studies.—Declamation, Composition, Spelling, Science of Government, Vocal 
Music and Drawing. 
E N G L I S H C O U R S E . 
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CLASSICAL C O U R S E . 
First Year.—Fourth Class. 
First Term. Second Term. Third Term. 
Latin Gram, and Reader. 
Algebra. 
Eng. Grammar & Beading. 
Latin Gram, and Reader. 
Algebra. 
Eng. Grammar & Reading. 
Latin Gram, and Reader. 
Algebra. 
Eng. Gramjnar & Reading 
Weekly Studies.—Declamation, Composition, Spelling, Rhetoric, Vocal Music and 
Drawing. 
Second Year—Third Class. 
First Term. Second Term. Third Term. 
Fables and Roman History. 
Physiology. 
Arith. and Book-keeping. 
Caesar. 
Physiology, 
Arith. and Book-keeping. 
Caesar. 
Natural Histoiy. 
Geometry. 
Weekly Studies.—Declamation, Composition, Spelling, Ancient History and Geogra-
phy, Vocal Music, Drawing and Rhetoric. 
Third Year.—Second Class. 
First Term. Second Term. Third Term. 
Caesar. Caesar. SaUust. 
French, French. French. 
Geometry. Geometry. Geometry or Trigonometry 
Weekly Studies.—Declamation, Composition, Spelling, English Literature, Ancient 
History and Geography, Vocal Music and Drawing. 
Fourth Year—First Class. 
First Term. Second Term. Third Term. 
>
 
*
S 
<
 
1 
Virgil. 
French. 
Astronomy. 
Virgil, 
French or German, 
Botany. 
Weekly Studies.—Declamation, Composition, Spelling, Science of Government, 
Vocal Music and Drawing. 
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C O U R S E P R E P A R A T O R Y F O R C O L L E G E . 
First Year—Fourth Class. 
First Term. Second Term. Third Term. 
Lat. Grammar and Reader. 
Algebra. 
Eng. Gram, and Reading. 
Lat. Grammar and Reader. 
Algebra. 
Eng. Gram, and Reading. 
Lat. Grammar and Reader. 
Algebra. 
Eng. Gram, and Reading. 
Weekly Studies.—Declamation, Composition, Spelling, Rhetoric, Vocal Music and 
Drawing. 
Second Year—Third Class. 
First Term. Second Term. Third Term. 
Fables and Roman History. 
Greek Gram, and Lessons. 
Arith. and Book-keeping. 
Caesar. 
Greek Gram, and Lessons. 
Arith. and Book-keeping. 
Caesar. 
Greek Gram, and Lessons. 
Geometry. 
Weekly Studies.—Declamation, Composition. Rhetoric, Ancient History and Geog-
raphy, Vocal Music and Drawing. 
Third Year—Second Class. 
First Term. Second Term. Third Term. 
Caesar. 
Xenophon's Anabasis. 
Geometry. 
Caesar. 
Xenophon's Anabasis. 
Geometry. 
Sallust. 
Xenophon's Anabasis. 
Cicero. 
Weekly Studies.—Declamation, Composition, Spelling, Ancient History and Geog-
raphy and Latin Prose Composition. 
Fourth Year—First Class. 
First Term. Second Term. Third Term. 
Virgil. j Virgil. 
Iliad. I Iliad. 
Cicero. Cicero. 
Virgil. 
Review of Greek. 
Review of Mathematics. 
Weekly Stuiies.—Declamation, Composition, Latin Prose Composition and Review 
of Latin. 
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T E X T - B O O K S . 
Latin 
Greek 
French 
German 
Mathematics 
Natural Philosophy 
Natural History 
Mineralogy and Geology 
Chemistry -
Astronomy 
Botany 
History 
Book-keeping -
Mythology -
Physiology 
Science of Government 
English Literature -
English dictionaries -
Rhetoric 
Singing 
Miscellaneous 
Physical Geography 
Drawing 
Harkncss' Latin Grammar and Reader; Chase and Stuart's 
Caesar and Cicero ; Searing's Virgil; Arnold's Latin Prose 
Composition; Andrew's or Bullion's Latin Lexicon. 
Hadley's Greek Grammar; Whiton's Greek Lessons; Owen's 
or Boises' Xenophon's Anabasis j Owen's Homer's Iliad ; 
Liddell & Scott's Greek Lexicon. 
Magill's French Grammar and Reader, and such other books 
as are desirable. 
Worman's German Grammar and Reader and such other books 
as are desirable. 
Davies' Algebra; Davies'Legendre's Geometry and Trigono-
metry ; Walton's Arithmetic. 
Peck's Ganot's. 
Hooker's. 
Steele's. 
Gray's. 
Worcester's Outlines. 
Hanaford and Payson's. 
Dwight's. 
Jarvis'. 
Alden's. 
Shaw's. 
Worcester's and Webster's. 
Qnackenbos'. 
Church Bell; Capron's School Lyrics. 
Guyot's Physical and Political Wall Maps ; Kiepert's Ancient 
Maps; Perces' Magnetic Globes; Smith's Celestial Globes. 
Fitch's. 
Bartholomew's. 
C A L E N D A R . 
1869. 
March 28, 
June 23 to July 1, 
July 2, -
July 2, 
July 6, -
July 2 to Aug. 30, 
August 30, 
November 18 and 19, 
Nov. 19 to Pec. 6, 
December 6, 
Spring Term began. 
Annual Written Examination of the High School. 
Exercises of the Graduatiug Class of the High School. 
Spring Term closes. 
Examination of Candidates for Admission to the 
School. 
Vacation. 
Fall Term begins. 
Fall Examination of the High School. 
Vacation. 
Winter Term begins. 
1870. 
March 10 and 11, 
March 11, 
March 11 to March 28, 
March 28, 
June 22 to June 30, 
July 1, 
July 1, 
Winter Examination of the High School. 
Winter Term closes. 
Vacation. 
Spring Term begins. 
Annual Written Examination of the High School. 
Exercises of the Graduating Class of the High School. 
Spring Term closes. 
Vacation of Eight Weeks. 
